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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Citizens Submit Requests on San Onofre to NRC Chairman Jaczko
Momentum Building for "Shut Down San Onofre" Rally April 29th
Earthquake and Plant Fire add to Safety Concerns following Radioactivity Release
April 25, 2012 (SAN ONOFRE) – Citizen activists today submitted a letter to NRC Chairman Gregory Jaczko
detailing requests for action prior to any restart of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. The text of the letter
is attached.
Requests included (1) determination of the root cause of the failure of the steam generators, including the analysis
from the manufacturer, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries; (2) corrective action to fix the steam generators so tube
degradation will not occur; (3) no accelerated restart of Unit 2, since it is of the same design as Unit 3; (4) no "work
arounds" such as plugging tubes and saying everything is fine; (5) review of the steam generator design process
where Southern California Edison (SCE) engineers worked to avoid NRC review of the design; (6) request for full
NRC oversight of the Root Cause analysis and Corrective action unlike the design process; (7) No trial-and-error
design, such as was used in this case when the SCE engineer admitted that they were not sure if they would operate
as specified; (8) address post-Fukushima safety issues, including computer-simulation stress testing using criteria
now being used in Japan; and (9) explanation of unsafe events, such as the 45-minute fire that broke out at the plant
on April 20th.
The list of requests will be a key component of the upcoming “Shut Down San Onofre” rally on April 29th, 2012,
just south of the plant.
Nuclear Industry Expert Daniel Hirsch and Irvine City Councilmember Larry Agran will join a dozen other
speakers. The event occurs just after the 26 th anniversary of the Chernobyl disaster, the 33-year anniversary of the
Three-Mile Island accident, and the first Fukushima Daiichi meltdown anniversary -- an accident which is far from
over.
Irvine Councilmember Larry Agran, who joined other community members in a private meeting with NRC
Chairman Gregory Jaczko on April 6, 2012, spoke eloquently at the meeting citing critical safety concerns. A major
disaster at the plant would put 8.4 million residents at risk and create a no-mans-land out of Southern California.
Agran introduced a resolution requesting permanent shutdown of the plant to the Irvine City Council, and it was
approved 5-0. Other cities are following suit, such as Solana Beach, which approved a similar resolution.
Despite the earthquake, tsunami, and terrorist risks, the undoing of the San Onofre plant may be due to engineering
or manufacturing errors. After spending $670 million to replace the steam generators, operators thought the plant
would operate without failure for decades. The original steam generators lasted over 25 years, and the replacement
generators were carefully designed to reduce failure mechanisms, or so they thought. Instead, an unexpected

radioactive steam release in January forced management to reveal that both steam generators were exhibiting
unexpected thinning in hundreds of heat transfer tubes. NRC Chairman Jaczko is keeping the plant shut down until
the root cause of the problem is determined, and corrective measures to be take so the plant can be operated safely.
"The plant has served its useful life and combined with other risks, is not worth fixing," Ray Lutz said, an engineer
and now National Coordinator, Citizens' Oversight Projects. "At this point, it will be extremely hard to argue that
minor corrections to the failing steam generators will make the plant safe. They were brand new with numerous
design 'improvements,' but they were insufficiently tested to reveal inherent design errors. That may mean a full
replacement of these huge components is required and thus probably more than another half billion dollars wasted
on this plant if they attempt to fix it."
“At some point, the San Onofre plant must be decommissioned. We believe that time is now,” said Gene Stone, of
Residents Organized for a Safe Environment in San Clemente. “While the plant is shut down for maintenance, we
believe this is the right time to start the decommissioning process for the safety of the workers at the plant and the
community at large. We must do the right thing now and not put the California economy at risk. Let's not spend one
dime more on any more retrofits."
In additional to elected officials and nuclear industry experts, Libbe HaLevy will relate her experience of
evacuating from the Three-Mile Island accident, and Suzanne Smith will tell her story about losing her mother to
cancer just five years after the Chernobyl disaster, near where she lived. Cathy Iwane from the Wkayama Prefecture
will give us an update on that disaster. Other speakers include: Ace Hoffman, Torgen Johnson, Ray Lutz, Gene
Stone, Gary Headrick, and many others.
Entertainment will be provided by:
•

Liquid Blue, considered the most traveled band, has performed in more than 100 countries on seven
continents, their LP "Supernova" was awarded Pop Album of the Year in 2009 at the Los Angeles Music
Awards, and they are considered "America's Best Dance Band." (see http://www.liquid-blue.com)

•

Charlie Imes, a San Diego Music Award nominee in 2009 for Best Americana or Country Album, "On An
Island" (see http://crimesofmusic.com)

EVENT DETAILS:
Date/Time:
Sunday, April 29, 2012. Gather at 12 noon. March starts at 12:15. Rally 1pm to 3pm.
Location:
Rally: 1:00 p.m. about 1/8 mile south of the SONGS facility
Directions: I-5 to Basilone Rd exit, ~2 miles south.
March: 12:30 p.m. starting at gate of San Onofre State Beach (~1/8 mile) along access road
Parking:
Available at San Onofre State Beach, $15 day use fee. Shuttle vans will be available to help
those who have parked get to the rally site.
Buses:
Seats on buses from Balboa Park (Park Blvd at Presidents Way) or from Oceanside Transit
Center are $10 each ($11.54 for tickets purchased with credit cards online.)
Reserve at http://ShutDownSanOnofre.org or call 619-501-1031 for questions.
Speakers:
Nuclear Industry Experts; Elected Officials; Activists; Hollywood Celebrities; Scientists
and Engineers; Persons with personal stories from TMI and Chernobyl
Entertainment: Charlie Imes and Liquid Blue
Details: See http://ShutDownSanOnofre.org
Endorsed by:
• Citizens Oversight Projects (COPS)
• Peace Resource Center of San Diego
• Residents Organized for a Safe Environment (ROSE)
• San Diego Coalition for Peace and Justice (SDCPJ)
• San Onofre Safety (SOS)
• San Clemente Green
• Occupy Escondido
• Occupy Encinitas
• Talk Nukes

•
•
•
•

Kevin Keenan, Esq.
Bryan Pease, Esq., Candidate for San Diego City Council Dist. 1
APRL, Animal Protection and Rescue League
... and many more.
###

Citizens' Oversight Projects (COPs)
771 Jamacha Rd #148
El Cajon, CA 92019
CitizensOversight.org
619-447-3246
April 25, 2012

Gregory Jaczko, Chairman
c/o Eliot Brenner, Director of the Office of Public Affairs
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop O16-D3
Washington, DC 20555-0001
email: eliot.brenner@nrc.gov
phone: 301-415-8200
Dear Chairman Jaczko:
Thank you very much for your personal involvement with the review of the safety of the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station and the meeting you had with the community members on Friday, April 6, 2012 at the
Doubletree Hotel in Dana Point.
I think I speak for everyone in the room that we got the sincere feeling that you and your staff at the NRC are
working for the safety of everyone and have the best interests of everyone at heart. Our group, Citizens Oversight
Projects (COPS – CitizensOversight.org) works to increase the involvement of the public in the operation of their
government. To that end, it appeared necessary for us to follow up with this letter to more clearly state the position
of many in the community, at least from our perspective.
It is the responsibility of the public utilities to provide needed power to the community safely. Unfortunately, the
profit motive included in the for-profit nature of our energy companies frequently is an obstacle for these
companies to make decisions that are in the best interest of the community at large. This conflict of interest is the
reason regulatory agencies – such as the NRC – are necessary, and we can only hope that your commission will
perform this function such that the best in interests of the community are put before corporate profits.
The consensus in our community organization after review of all relevant information is that these reactors can no
longer be operated safely, and should be systematically decommissioned. The basis for this consensus can be
described by the points below. It is our hope that your commission will do what is necessary to reach this ultimate
outcome, and we stand ready to help you in any way we possibly can.
1. Root cause of steam generator failures – We support the notion that the reactors should not be restarted
before engineers completely understand the cause of the steam generator failures, and this cause is
confirmed by disinterested third parties, and exposed to the public. We understand that the manufacturer of
these components, Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, is performing their own inquiry into the failure, and expect
to complete their inquiry perhaps by the "end of May and August."[1] Restarting these PRIOR TO getting
their report as to the cause of the failure is absolutely inappropriate.
2. Corrective Action – Understanding the root cause is clearly not enough. It is also necessary to correct the
design of the steam generators to avoid further radioactive releases. Any such correction of the design must
be performed in an open process with full NRC oversight.
3. No accelerated restart of Unit 2 – On Wednesday, April 11, 2012, Southern California Edison (SCE)
stated that it had found "additional minor tube wear" in Unit 2 of a type that is "similar to the type of wear
that was seen in Unit 3, but at a very low level."

Indeed, this makes sense, because both steam generators were designed with the same changes, by the same
designers, and produced by the same production facility. If these steam generators did not perform
similarly, it would indeed be much more remarkable than the highly likely outcome that they perform -- and
therefore fail -- in a similar fashion.
Thus we support the notion that no restart of either reactor is possible in advance of a full understanding
and corrections are applied.
4. No Work Arounds. SCE may be tempted to plug worn tubes and declare that the steam generators are
“good enough” for operation with reasonable risk. This is unacceptable and must not be allowed by the
NRC. Plugging steam generator tubes while they continue to rub and degrade does not correct the
underlying problem and does not provide adequate confidence that the plant is safe.
5. Review of Steam Generator Design Process – We understand now that SCE engineers worked to avoid
NRC review of the design changes to the steam generators by meeting “form, fit, function” criteria[1]. It is
now abundantly clear that the number and magnitude of the changes to the steam generators exceeded the
intent of the like-for-like criteria. Furthermore, the steam generators are very large reactor components that
comprise a large fraction of the active elements within the containment structure, and were not originally
intended to be replaced. These factors should have been enough to force NRC and public review during the
design process.
If SCE exceeded the limits of the intent of the form, fit, and function criteria to avoid NRC review, they
should not only be punished for this violation, but also the criteria for review must be modified to avoid a
repeat of this avoidance of NRC and public oversight.
6. NRC Oversight of Root Cause analysis and Corrective Action – Even though the NRC was not involved
in sufficient oversight of the original design, it must be involved in all stages of the root cause analysis and
corrective action determination process that are now or soon to be underway.
7. No Trial and Error Design – The public is not a petri dish for experimentation by designers. No design
can be applied without being absolutely certain that the design will operate as intended. In the article
“Improving Like-for-like RSGs,” the engineers that designed the many changes to the Replacement Steam
Generators (RSGs) said “it was not known if the as- designed and fabricated RSGs would eventually
perform as specified.” [1]
Instead of sufficient testing in a full-scale non radioactive testing platform, the designers decided they
would just install them and perform functional “hot” tests to make sure they performed as specified.
Obviously, their testing fell far short because they had no tests for many of the design parameters, such as
tube vibration, hammering, etc. that were specified in the redesign goals. Instead, they installed the steam
generators, turned on the reactor, and hoped the tubes would last without any checking until the tube failure
occurred.
8. Address Post-Fukushima Safety Issues – There is a culture in the nuclear industry that even unsafe plants
can continue to operate once they are given an initial license. This culture must change to embrace safety
issues at all times. Unsafe plants should not be allowed to continue to operate, including the use of new
information about plant safety that was unknown when the plants were first designed.
The recent disaster at the Fukushima Daiichi TEPCO plant provided such new information, namely
regarding the possible severity of both earthquakes and tsunamis, and the hazards of storing spent fuel in
fuel pools.
The San Onofre plant, given its location in an earthquake zone and on the coast, subject to tsunamis, does
not have sufficient immunity to failure due to these natural events.
For example, the San Onofre Nuclear Plant was originally built to withstand a 6.0 magnitude earthquake,
and later retrofitted to withstand a 7.0 magnitude quake. However, in 2010, a 7.2 earthquake struck in
nearby faults in Mexico, confirming the inadequacy of that design parameter. The Lake Wohlford dam, an
earthen dam north of Escondido and within 25 miles of the San Onofre plant, is rated to withstand a 7.0

earthquake. Officials realize that is insufficient and so it is currently being rebuilt. Why then, do we
continue to allow a nuclear plant to operate that is only rated for 7.0?
Recently, a magnitude 3.9 quake occurred along the San Joaquin Hills Thrust Fault on April 23, 2012, with
epicenter within 15 miles of the plant[3]. This fault was discovered 13 years ago, AFTER the initial
licensing of the San Onofre plant. This underlines the potential danger of these events which should be
reviewed before restarting.
The peak of the tsunami wave in Japan was 133 feet. When this is compared with the sea wall and location
of the plant at San Onofre, you realize the location of this plant within a couple of dozen feet from sea level
does not provide any real immunity to massive waves that could occur here.
Kenichi Ohmae, a nuclear core designer with Ph.D. from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
nuclear engineering provided a thorough review of the situation at the Fukushima Daiichi plant including
minute by minute details in how the nuclear reactors were actually disabled[6]. He encouraged the use of
"computer simulation-type stress tests as a precondition for restarting a nuclear power plant."[6 pg 281] He
says we should "redefine the design philosophy and fundamental safety principle of nuclear power to:
'Power sources and cooling functions have to be secured under any severe circumstance'. In other words,
'severe accidents must be prevented no matter how severe the event that occurs.' Any plant which can not
fulfill this condition should not be reactivated."[6 pg. 279]
Given the initial design criteria at San Onofre (magnitude 6.0) and subsequently upgraded to magnitude
7.0, it is doubtful that the plant can be argued to be safe if properly analyzed. Not performing stress testing
as recommended by this expert amounts to putting blinders on and is not the way we should make decisions
when public safety is at stake.
Please confirm that such computer simulation stress testing will be performed at the plant prior to restart.
9. Unsafe Events -- Member of the public are worried about the "electrical fire" which occurred on April 20,
2012, which burned for 45 minutes[4]. It goes without saying that fires should never happen at a nuclear
plant like San Onofre, and leads one to wonder how such a fire would be possible, given that the plant was
not operating at the time, and hopefully, electrical equipment is constructed to avoid such events, and
should be frequently inspected, etc. to avoid debris and other flammable material near power lines.
Officials say there is "no risk to the public" but no one really believes this. This report only underlines the
poor operating conditions at this plant that are putting everyone at severe risk.
Given the failures of the steam generators, earthquake upgrades, and tsunami threat upgrades required to bring this
plant into compliance with reasonable safety expectations, it become abundantly clear that seeking a resolution to
these problems is a fools errand that will result in expenses which far exceed any benefit that could be realized for
the community. Therefore, the only reasonable and rational conclusion is that this plant should remain closed.
We appreciate the dialog started with the community at the April 6 meeting. Please accept this submission from our
organizations as we attempt to perform our duty to provide oversight to this important issue. Again, if there is any
way we can help move this toward permanent shut down, please let us know.
We are looking forward to the open public meeting that was originally suggested as your intention in the media.
Although we appreciated the private meeting, it is important for your commission to conduct open public meetings
on this issue to allow everyone to have their say and become incorporated in the official public record, and indeed
support the correct decision for the community.
Sincerely,

Raymond Lutz
National Coordinator, Citizens' Oversight Projects
MS Electrical Engineering

Endorsed by:

Residents Organizing for a Safe Environment (ROSE)
Gene Stone / genston@sbcglobal.net / 949-233-7724
Peace Resource Center of San Diego
Carol Jahnkow / carolj@igc.org / 760-390-0775
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